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A revolution in your hands.
Troax already has a well-proven machine safety system named Smart Fix, where the panels are bolted to the post
with the unique Smart Fix fittings. Now, Troax has again listened to the market and the needs of its customers,
leading to the next stage in development; an improved Rapid Fix, a system that not only complies with Machinery
Directive 2006/42/EC, but is also so flexible, simple and strong that it will revolutionise the entire industry.

Rapid Fix A refined machine safety system
Some probably know the name Rapid Fix. Troax already has a proven machine safety system with similar features. Rapid
Fix has now been further developed, resulting in comprehensive changes together with many unique benefits.”We listen
to and care about our customers. In future, it will be possible to upgrade, select and combine the two systems instead
of having to replace an already installed Smart Fix system. This was the idea throughout the development process,” says
Martin Ask, Product Manager Automation and Robotic Applications area at Troax AB.
The new system has the same posts and panels as Smart Fix. The major difference is the system’s two smart and unique
brackets, which create the revolutionary functionality.
”Smart fix only has one type of bracket top and bottom. Rapid Fix uses two different brackets. The lower bracket on Rapid
Fix has a slot that the panel hooks into. The upper bracket has a unique locking mechanism that snaps the panel in the
locked position. The brackets mean that the panels can be reinstalled quickly and easily,” concludes Martin.

The combination possibilities
are revolutionary
The most revolutionary aspect of the new system is that since Rapid Fix is based on the same parts as Smart Fix, it is
possible to combine the two. If you already have an existing Smart Fix installation and you want to change to Rapid
Fix for quick access when something happens or for maintenance, all you have to do is simply change the brackets.
Of course, you can do the opposite if you want to have Smart Fix with fixed panels on certain parts of the installation.

Some advantages of Rapid Fix
•
•
•
•
•

Fast installation
Simple height adjustment of the brackets
Allows easy access to machines for maintenance
Fully compatible with our present Smart Fix System
Strong steel construction
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